If I understand correctly the syllabus states that projects can be handed in 72 hours late with no penalty. The project was due by the end of Friday, putting 72 hours at midnight tonight.

When I attempt to submit using the submit program, it appears that the assign1 dropbox is closed.

Is the dropbox going to be opened again; is my computer having an error?

Subject: Re: Is the 72 hour window closed?
Posted by nebrinda on Tue, 13 Sep 2016 00:09:21 GMT

It was due at 5pm on Friday. So 72 hours is 5pm today i believe.

Subject: Re: Is the 72 hour window closed?
Posted by acpippin on Tue, 13 Sep 2016 00:13:39 GMT

So any project submitted after 5 on Friday did not receive extra credit